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Abstract- Electronic-Commerce (Commonly known as E-Commerce) is quickly becoming the largest participant in and 

contributor to the expansion of the international economy in the current business world. This e-commerce business 

revolution is also being seen in India's home market. In the case of India, e-commerce players on the one hand increased the 

quality of goods and services and provided maximum happiness to the Indian consumer through discounts, cashbacks, and 

other alluring offers. On the other hand, they also created new and many employment prospects. On the other side, it is 

putting conventional business institutions and India's unorganized sectors up against fierce competition and significant 

difficulties. Consequently, this research paper examines the positive and negative effects of e-commerce on both traditional 

firms and on consumers. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The rapid growth of the Internet has spread knowledge and information far and wide, and it has made the homogenization of goods 

and services even more common. The ever-increasing competition in the market has made companies find new business platforms 

and methods to create new opportunities to develop and improve their quality of service. More and more social entities are actively 

using the Internet for their commercial and business activities. Personal use of the Internet is easy to meet their needs, enterprises 

across the region are using the Internet to purchase raw materials and to sell goods. The reality of demand and action has not only 

speeded up the growth of e-commerce but also broadened the types of services and applications for e-commerce, so that more types 

of business can be done online. The traditional industries are facing a GDP growth slowdown, increasing labour costs, and the 

emergence of new economic and new industrial sectors. All kinds of crises have forced the traditional industries to join the 

bandwagon of electronic commerce, and they are keenly perceived to cater to the big trend of the Internet only to get more benefits. 

The world of e-Commerce has seen tremendous growth in recent years, but the term "E-Commerce" has been interpreted in many 

different ways:  

1. The term e-Commerce is used to describe the process of using electronic networks to conduct business operations. 

 2. E-Commerce is the practice of doing business electronically. The term e-commerce is used to describe the process of selling 

online. From a technical point of view, e-commerce is a set of techniques that include the exchange of data (e.g., electronic data 

exchange, electronic mail), access to information (e.g., shared database, electronic bulletin board) and automatic data capturing (bar 

code). 

3. E-Commerce is basically done through electronic means. It processes and transmits data electronically, including text, sound, 

and images. It includes a wide range of activities, such as electronic commerce and services, electronic data transmission, electronic 

funds, etc. EMIM 2016 is the 6th international conference on electronic, mechanical, information and management. The authors - 

Published by Atlantis Press 220 transfer, electronic stock trading, electronic shipping documents, commercial auction, cooperative 

design and engineering, online information, public products. 

Remember the time when you had to go to the market, browse through the product range, choose what you needed, and pay the 

amount? Now, with the help of e-Commerce, you can buy things, make bill payments, and transfer money with a single click. The 

economy is the foundation of all nations and the world in general. Basically, it is the process of exchanging commodities, services, 

and products on a large scale among enterprises or nations. The first description of the barter system dates to the time of the 

Harappan civilization and other similar periods in history. This method of commodities trading dates to the dawn of civilization. 

Conventional commerce is a more traditional business model. It involves buying or selling goods or services from one person to 

another without using the internet. Today, people don’t like this because it takes a lot of time and requires a physical approach. E-

commerce is a more recent business model that falls under e-Business. Today, people like this because it saves them time and they 

don’t need a physical venue for doing business. Everything is possible with laptops, smartphones, and internet access. In modern 

times, we have simple barter systems, exchange platforms, stock exchanges, cryptocurrencies, etc. These are all important factors 

in conventional and electronic commerce. Some people prefer traditional trade because they think it’s safer than e-Commerce, but 

that’s a myth. Because both have their pros and cons, we’ve simplified the difference between the two. The internet and technology 

have completely changed the way we buy and sell. E-commerce sites or stores have become hugely popular over social media 

platforms, news portals and search engines. Most of the customers prefer online shopping over traditional retail. When you are 

managing a business in this day and age, you don’t know which bandwagon to jump on or which one is risky. Traditional commerce 
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has its benefits, but thousands of businesses depend on online shopping or e-commerce as it reduces investment and provides 

convenience to their customers. If you’re looking to start your own business, an online store or e-commerce site can help you 

implement your perfect money-making plan without the stress and restrictions that come with a traditional brick and mortar 

business. If you’re already running a normal business, now’s the time to prepare your business for the future of the internet by 

having a fully functioning e-commerce site. 

 

EFFECT OF E-COMMERCE ON CONVENTIONAL BUSINESS PRACTICES 

E-commerce refers to the process of exchanging goods and services in an electronic format, where payment for goods or services 

is done electronically. E-Commerce is an online shopping market, where customers can purchase products and services, including 

discounts, from the convenience of their homes. The products and services are delivered to the customer’s door. Conventional 

commerce / Traditional commerce refers to the practice of trading goods and services directly for money. Traditionally, traders 

would negotiate with all parties, face to face, to exchange products or services at predetermined prices. The main difference between 

traditional commerce and ecommerce is that traditional commerce involves the exchange or commercial transaction of goods, data, 

or other services, which is usually done face to face. E-commerce, on the other hand, involves the complete marketing of goods and 

services, which is done entirely through the internet. 

 

ONLINE SHOPPING 

An online store is a type of electronic commerce that enables consumers to buy goods or services directly from sellers through an 

internet browser or mobile application. Consumers can find a product they are interested in by visiting the retailer’s website directly 

or by searching among other vendors using shopping search engines that show the availability and pricing of the same product at 

different online retailers. As of 2020, consumers can shop online on a variety of computers and devices including desktop computers, 

laptops, tablets, and smartphones. An online shop is like the physical experience of buying a product or service at a brick-and-

mortar store or shopping centre. An online store is created to allow a business to purchase from another business, hence the term 

B2B online shopping. In a typical online store, a customer can browse the company’s selection of products and services, see a photo 

or picture of the product, and learn more about the product specifications, features and pricing. An online store (also known as an 

e-commerce store or an e-commerce within e-commerce store) is a store where customers can buy and manage products directly 

through the network of virtual stores. Some of the most prominent online stores in India are Amazon, Flip kart, Snap deal, Home 

shop 18, Myntra. 

 

OFFLINE SHOPPING:  

Offline shopping is shopping at the counter or in a shop or store. Online shopping is buying anything over the internet from your 

home. However, the Indian economy is traditional, agri-centric and labour-intensive. The Indian business sector is largely 

unorganised and uses minimal technology in its business activities. In the last few years, it has been noticed that the traditional 

unorganised business sector of India is being adversely affected by e-commerce business. Retail is the process of selling goods and 

services to consumers through different sales channels. The retail stores may be small or large, but in most cases, it works the same 

as "closing a deal". Retail business has been around since human development and is the most important business type. Retail stores 

operate in the same manner as Buy-for-sale (BFS). There are various types of retail stores, including departmental stores, groceries, 

shopping centres, etc. 

 

E-COMMERCE CREATES CHALLENGES FOR CONVENTIONAL BUSINESS PRACTICES 

Whether you’re a small start-up or a Fortune 500 company, the threat of e-commerce affects everyone. Just because you’re already 

a leader in your industry doesn’t mean you’ll stay that way in the future.E-commerce is a huge threat, especially for legacy 

businesses that don’t know how to adapt to the ever-changing business environment. Here are a few notable ways in which 

ecommerce strategies have sidelined traditional business practices: 

1. Low Cost of Setting Up a Business Just a few decades ago, you had to invest a lot of money to start a business. However, with 

the advent of ecommerce, the cost of setting up a business has come down drastically. Today, you can set up a business from the 

comfort of your own home. Do you know the story of India’s largest e-commerce company, Flipkart, which started from a 2 BHK 

flat and was recently acquired by Walmart for $16 billion. 

 2. Vertical integration is no longer relevant. For many decades, vertical integration was the backbone of the traditional business 

houses in India. The business houses used to carry out all business activities, from market research to advertisement to legal advice, 

by having their own teams of experts. This increased overhead costs and reduced efficiency and profitability. New e-commerce 

companies, on the other hand, outsourced maximum work, such as web design, website maintenance, social media advertising, 

distribution via courier services, drop shipping, etc., to external companies at affordable rates. This saved e-commerce companies 

a lot of money and continued to improve their profitability. 

 3. The Law of Returns to Scale has proven to be wrong the law of diminishing returns to scale is a well-known theory in economics. 

It states that even when all inputs (including capital and labour) increase, the output does not increase in proportion to the increase. 

This law states that not all businesses can grow profitably for ever. However, this classical economic principle does not apply in the 

e-commerce world. E-Businesses have shown that they can grow exponentially while still offering high returns. One of the main 

reasons is that ecommerce does not require high investments as compared to traditional businesses. 

4. In the past, it was extremely difficult for businesses to expand their customer base beyond their local market. Today, ecommerce 

has made it easy for businesses to sell their products and services to customers all over the world. Yes, you can sell your goods and 

services to anyone in the world, not just your local market. 
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5. The End of Intermediaries Today, businesses can sell directly to their customers without intermediaries. For example, let’s say 

you are a small business proprietor selling locally sourced fabric. In the past, you would have to rely on vendors or brokers to sell 

your fabrics to locations outside of your local area. Ecommerce has eliminated all these intermediaries. All you need to do is get in 

touch with an e-commerce development firm and create an e-commerce store for your company. 

 6.  Sales can take place at any time (i.e., 24x7) in e-commerce. In the past, businesses closed at night. This meant that shoppers 

were limited and had to finish their shopping within a certain period. However, with the advent of online shopping platforms, 

shoppers are now able to shop at any time that suits their needs. Whether it’s during the night or while you’re lounging on your 

couch over the weekend, you can shop online at any time. 

7. Ecommerce has transformed the way businesses advertise. Ecommerce has changed the way people buy. As the buying habits 

change, so do the advertising techniques. Today, even people who shop at a physical store, search online for products, read reviews, 

and compare prices before making a purchase. This means that today’s businesses cannot rely solely on traditional marketing 

techniques. They need to consider digital marketing to keep up with the demands of today’s technology-savvy consumers. 

 

COMPARISON OF ONLINE AND OFFLINE PURCHASE BASED ON CERTAIN PARAMETERS  

1. Convenience: One of the advantages of online shopping is that unlike offline shopping, when you shop online, you don't have 

to go to the physical store, compete with other shoppers during the festive season, and have trouble finding parking space for your 

car. Online stores are open, and goods are delivered to your home or office according to your preferences. So, if you want to buy a 

smartphone or some clothes online, all you must do is wake up at the crack of dawn and place an online order. That's one of the 

main reasons why online shopping is so popular. 

 2. Variety: An online store is a delight for the customer. No offline store can provide the same level of product variety as an online 

store. Since online stores don’t have to worry about space constraints, they can offer a wide range of products at the same location. 

This wide range of products gives consumers a level of choice that was never available before the internet. 

3. Consumer review: One of the advantages of online shopping is that it allows the potential customers to get to know the 

performance of the products from someone like them before they can even purchase them. Once a customer buys a product online, 

the shopping company asks the customer to upload their experience with the product to the portal. This allows other customers to 

read the experience and decide whether they want to buy the product. This helps the customer to select the best products. 

4. Comparison shopping: As consumers, we prefer to visit a few stores before making a purchase. In the case of offline stores, 

that means going to every single store to look at the products. This is both time-consuming and physically challenging. On the other 

hand, in the case of online stores, we can easily search for many online shopping websites on our smartphones and check the 

products on those sites. Based on that comparison and the best offer, we can make a purchase from a specific site. 

 5. Discounts: One of the main reasons why consumers, especially young people, buy online is because online sellers don't have to 

spend a lot of money on decorating their stores, they employ a lot of salespeople, and because of disintermediated selling, they can 

sell products and services for much lower prices than their in-store counterparts. 

6. Availability of unique products: In today’s world, it’s common practice for electronic device and other product category 

manufacturers to launch their new products only on a specific online shopping portal. In this case, the products are not offered in 

any offline stores and only the online portal gets exclusive rights to sell the products. In such cases, the customers have no choice 

but to buy these products on the portal. 

 7. Tangibility and trialability: This is one of the downsides of online shopping. If you go to a brick-and-mortar store, you can 

touch the product, feel the product, get a first-hand demo, and even try it on yourself before buying it. On the other hand, if you go 

to an online store, you can only see pictures and specifications of the product. In some cases, this may not even be enough to make 

an informed buying decision. Even though some of the e-retailers now offer free trials upon delivery, where you can return the 

product or service if you're not happy with it. However, this is one of the areas that will always give offline stores an edge over their 

online counterparts. 

8. Shopping experience: They say that shopping isn’t just about going through the motions and making a purchase. It’s about the 

shopping experience itself where we go through the products and feel their colours, textures, and feel them. And besides that, in 

India, shopping is known as family outing on a weekend or holiday where the whole family goes out, buys products, watches some 

movies, goes to a restaurant to eat. It becomes a family get-together on a weekend or a holiday that otherwise isn’t possible because 

of the hectic schedules of family members. Shopping online doesn’t give you the same experience. You may be able to buy products 

more easily, but the value of spending quality time with your loved ones is something that they cannot replicate. 

 9. Delivery of products: Unlike in the case of physical stores where you can use the products as soon as you buy them, in the case 

of online shops, there is a significant time lag between the time you place your order and the time the products arrive on your 

doorstep. In some cases, this time lag can be up to several weeks. Therefore, products that are immediately applicable cannot be 

bought online. To overcome this issue, online portals started offering same day or next day delivery as premium services in return 

for some additional payments. 

10. Return of products: This is one of the things that always brings down the online shopping companies. In the case of offline 

shops, you can go to the shop to exchange your product if you are not happy with it. In case of online shopping, you have to call up 

customer care, wait for the courier for the reverse logistics, get the money back or exchange your product. In some cases, it may 

take a whole month. Most of the online shopping websites offer money back guarantee or product exchange facility, but the 

experience can be very difficult. 

The growth of e-commerce in comparison to traditional business practices may be immensely understood with the help of the 

following diagrammatical representation: 
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Fig. 1.1: The Rise and Future of Electronic-Commerce Industry in India. 

 

 
Fig. 1.2: Electronic-Commerce funding in India. 
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Fig. 1.3: India E-Commerce Market: Industry Analysis and Forecast 2022-2029 

 
Fig.1.4: India E-Commerce Market Growth. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND REMEDIES 

The traditional business entrepreneurs can adopt following remedies to compete with e-commerce companies and sustain for 

longer period in the market: 

1. Bulk Purchase: Small and medium-sized entrepreneurs can join forces and buy in bulk. Buying in bulk will help them save a 

minimum of 10% on their purchase price as they will get a discount due to buying in bulk. They will be able to pass this benefit on 

to their customers and will be able to overcome some of the competition with online retailers. 
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 2. Improvement in services: To improve the time and location utilities of the consumer, traditional business entrepreneurs should 

change their mindset and offer some additional and free of cost services such as free home delivery service, credit facility, fast 

delivery of products, attractive offers etc. 

3. Long term relationship with consumers: Instead of staying in the status quo, traditional entrepreneurs should have long-term 

goals. They should stay in touch with their customers after the sale. 

 4. Excessive use of social media: Social media is one of the most effective ways for traditional business entrepreneurs to promote 

their products. It’s not only a cost-effective way to advertise, but it’s also a very fast way to increase your overall sales. 

 

CONCLUSION 

There is no denying that e-commerce has changed the game, drawn customers through a variety of channels, and intensified 

competition for India's conventional industries. However, the conventional shops are still around, are able to expand, and can earn 

a respectable profit on their sales because to innovation, consumer-friendly rules, improved services, and distinctive selling tactics. 

There is a lot of room for population increase in India. The expansion of retail depends on customer spending. Technology for both 

fixed and internet services is essential for increasing market share. Consider the obstacles to market expansion that each retail 

vertical faces. To identify additional competitors, fixed-line retailers must implement the survey's recommended technique. 

Regardless of whether India is online or offline, the retail industry must expand to support GDP development and foster customer 

satisfaction and diversity. The conceptual assessment evaluates online purchases and conversions, evaluates changes in customer 

behaviour patterns with online purchases, and identifies particular methods that must be put into place in offline businesses in the 

next years to boost sales. In order to strengthen their businesses and the economy, brick-and-mortar and online merchants may 

decide to concentrate on creating long-term partnerships between manufacturers and customers. 
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